Research outputs

**'UNITING AGAINST IMPUNITY: THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY AS A CATALYST FOR ACTION AT THE ICC'**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Uniting Against Impunity: Using the UN General Assembly as a Catalyst for Action at the ICC**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**International Criminal Tribunals**
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

**Small Arms and Light Weapons ('SALW')**
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

**The Arms Trade Treaty (2013)**
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Entry in encyclopedia/dictionary

**Letter to Guardian Weekly 4 July 2016: RE: Mini-biopic of Ms Fatou Bensouda**
Research output: Contribution to specialist publication › Letter

**Outside, Inside, and Courtside: Taking Stock of the ICC**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Regulating the Arms Trade - The Potential of International Criminal Law**
Research output: Book/Report › Report

Research output: Contribution to journal › Book/Film/Article review

**Article 71 - Sanctions for misconduct before the Court**
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Other chapter contribution

**Case Admissibility at the International Criminal Court**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Commentary on: “Decision on legal assistance for the accused”, Situation In The Central African Republic In The Case Of The Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Case No. ICC-01/05-01/08, T. Ch. III, 26 November 2009, 37 p.**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Comment/debate
Research output: Contribution to journal › Book/Film/Article review

The Politicisation of Hybrid Courts: Observations from the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Research output: Contribution to journal › Book/Film/Article review

Al-Skeini and a functional approach to extraterritoriality - Case Note - Al Skeini And Others V United Kingdom (2011) 53 EHRR 18
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Research output: Contribution to journal › Book/Film/Article review

R (on the application of Gentle and another) v Prime Minister; Appeal judgment [2008] UKHL 20
Research output: Contribution to journal › Comment/debate

The above report is produced using the following setup
Ordered by: null